Information about donations for the
24 GOOD DEEDS Advent Calendar
1 Purpose of 24guteTaten e.V. (hereinafter: 24 GOOD
DEEDS)
24 GOOD DEEDS is an organisation that collects donations for national and international
projects. The donor will receive an Advent Calendar by post in the run up to Christmas for
documentation purposes of his/her donation.
In the 24 GOOD DEEDS Advent Calendar there are various projects from the fields of
environment, health, education and infrastructure and nutrition. Anyone who donates to 24
GOOD DEEDS thus supports the work of the individual relief organizations that are part of
the calendar with concrete projects.
The donor receives the calendar for his or her donation, in order to understand where and for
what the donation is being used.

1.1 Cancellation Policy / Right of cancellation
The donation can be cancelled within one month in text form (e.g. per letter, fax, e-mail)
without stating reasons. The period begins at the earliest with receipt of this instruction. To
maintain the cancellation period, the timely dispatch of the cancellation is sufficient.
The cancellation must be sent to: 24 good deeds e. V., Uedesheimer Str. 22, 40221 Dusseldorf

1.2 Cancellation consequences
In case of cancellation, we will refund your donations, whereby a processing fee of 10.50€
will be deducted from the donation. This amount covers the bank charges for the cancellation
process (7.50€ fee from our house bank, 3€ fee from your bank).

1.3 Shipment of calendars and shipment costs
Calendars will be printed in September and October, in order to permit us in case of donation
placement until the 20th of November, a delivery until 30th of November of the respective
calendar year.
The shipment costs depend on the number of calendars shipped to one address. Shipment
costs include stamp and processing costs for placing the shipment.
National delivery for 1 to 3 calendars (envelope):
National delivery for 4 to 6 calendars (envelope):
National delivery for 7 to 9 calendars (envelope):
National delivery for 10 to 12 calendars (envelope):
National delivery within Germany for more than 13 calendars (parcel):
International delivery for 1 to 3 calendars (envelope):
International delivery for 4 to 6 calendars (envelope):
International delivery for 7 to 9 calendars (envelope):

2.60€
3.75€
6.35€
7.50€
26.00€
4.75€
8.05€
12.80€

International delivery for 10 to 12 calendars (envelope):
International delivery for more than 13 calendars:

16.10€
47.40€

1.4 Tax deductibility
24 GOOD DEEDS is recognized as a non-profit organisation and can issue tax-approved
donation certificates. An automatic donation receipt can be downloaded via link in the
confirmation email. Requests to issue a receipt can also be sent to 24 GOOD DEEDS.

2. Conditions for SEPA / direct debit
For the collection of donations by direct debit (SEPA) through 24 GOOD DEEDS, the
following regulations apply:
The collection of donations usually takes place within seven days after placing the donation
on the website of 24 GOOD DEEDS (hereinafter "organisation"), at the latest by the end of
the respective calendar year. The timing of the charge also depends on the processing time of
the banks involved, in particular the bank of the donor.
By selecting the direct debit procedure, the donor agrees that the organisation uses the data
provided by the donor (in particular name, first name, address, e-mail address, IBAN and
BIC) for processing the direct debit procedure. The donor agrees that the organisation collects
the amount donated by the donor plus the shipping costs for the Advent calendar from the
specified account. In the event that the donor is not also the holder of the specified account,
he/she must ensure that the respective account holder agrees to the direct debit and data
processing by the organisation. In any case, the donor must ensure that the specified account
is covered in an amount that allows the full collection of the specified donation amount plus
shipping costs.
The deadline for advance information on direct debit is at least 2 (two) calendar days. The
sponsoring organization will provide the donor with the preliminary information at the end of
the donation process as a document in an external URL. The donor can download the PDF
document from this external URL. The document contains the amount to be recovered, the
mandate number, the creditor identification number, the expected date of the charge and the
five first and last digits of the IBAN of the account from which the collection will take place.
The donor waives the request of the organisation for obtaining a written SEPA mandate. He
expressly declares this waiver to his bank as well as to the bank of the organisation and agrees
to a transfer of the disclaimer to all banks involved in direct debit. In the event that the donor
is not the holder of the specified account, he/she must ensure that the respective account
holder declares a corresponding waiver with the consent of the transfer. In this case, the donor
must also forward the mandate reference number and the advance information on the direct
debit to the account holder.
The ineffectiveness or impracticability of individual conditions above does not result in the
ineffectiveness of the other conditions. The ineffective or unenforceable conditions shall be
replaced by such conditions as close as possible to the ineffective or unenforceable conditions
as economically as possible.
The law of the Federal Republic of Germany is applicable.

3. Conditions with PayPal as a payment method
The administrator of this website has integrated components of PayPal onto it. PayPal is an
online payment service provider. Payments are made through so-called PayPal accounts,
which are virtual private or business accounts. In addition, PayPal has the ability to process
virtual payments through credit cards if a user does not have a PayPal account. A PayPal
account is managed via an email address, which is why there is no classic account number.
PayPal makes it possible to initiate online payments to third parties or to receive payments.
PayPal also takes on trustee functions and offers buyer protection services.
The European operating company of PayPal is PayPal (Europe) S.à.r.l. & Cie. S.C.A., 22-24
Boulevard Royal, 2449 Luxembourg, Luxembourg.
If the data subject selects "PayPal" as payment option during the donation process, automated
data of the person concerned will be transmitted to PayPal. By selecting this payment option,
the data subject consents to the transfer of personal data required for payment processing.
The personal data sent to PayPal are usually first name, last name, address, email address, IP
address, telephone number, mobile phone number or other data required for payment
processing. For the execution of the purchase contract, also such personal data are necessary,
which are in connection with the respective donation.
The purpose of the transmission of the data is payment processing and fraud prevention. The
administrator will provide PayPal with personally identifiable information, in particular if
there is a legitimate interest in the transfer. The personal data exchanged between PayPal and
the administrator may be transferred by PayPal to credit reporting agencies. This transmission
aims at the identity and credit check.
PayPal may disclose personal information to affiliates and service providers or
subcontractors, to the extent necessary to fulfill its contractual obligations or to process the
data on behalf of.
The data subject has the option to revoke the consent to the handling of personal data against
PayPal at any time. A revocation has no effect on personal data which must be processed,
used or transmitted for (contractual) payment processing.
PayPal's applicable privacy policy is available at
https://www.paypal.com/webapps/mpp/ua/privacy-full.

4. Conditions with PayPal as a payment method
The administrator of this website has integrated components of Mollie onto it. The European
operating company of Mollie is Mollie B.V. Keizersgracht 313, 1016 EE Amsterdam,
Niederlande.
If the data subject selects "Credit Card" as payment option during the donation process,
automated data of the person concerned will be transmitted to Mollie. By selecting this
payment option, the data subject consents to the transfer of personal data required for payment
processing.

The personal data sent to Mollie are usually first name, last name, address, credit card details,
IP address or other data required for payment processing. For the execution of the donation,
also such personal data are necessary, which are in connection with the respective donation.
Mollie's applicable privacy policy is available at https://www.mollie.com/de/privacy.

5 Privacy
In order to enable the use of your donation and the shipment of the advent calendar, 24
GOOD DEEDS and its chairperson Sebastian Wehkamp, Uedesheimer Str. 22, 40221
Dusseldorf, E-Mail: info@24gutetaten.de, collects, processes and uses name, E-Mail Address
and postal address of the donor (and the IP address) and the "recipient" (hereinafter "personal
data").
Information on data collection and data processing are contained in the privacy policy of 24
GOOD DEEDS as well as in the information about the privacy policy.

5 Disclaimer
Despite careful content control, we assume no liability for the content of external links. The
content of the linked pages are the sole responsibility of their operators.
Unless otherwise indicated, texts and images are the copyright of the operator. Any form of
duplication or distribution of the content requires the express permission. Exceptions are local
downloads or printouts for your own use.From the information and texts on the website as
well as their up-to-datedness no legal claims can be made.

6 Severability clause
Should individual provisions of this document be or become invalid or void in whole or in
part, this shall not affect the validity of the remainder of this document. The parties undertake
to replace the ineffective or void provision with a valid provision which comes closest to the
intended economic purpose. The same applies in the case of an omission.

